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ABSTRACT 

The encoding of a discrete memoryless multiple source { (X;~Y;)}7= 1 
for reconstruction of a sequence {Z; }7= 1 with Z; = F(X;~Y;); i = 1 ~2~··· 
is considered. We require that the encoding should be such that 

{X;}7= 1 is encoded first without any consideration of {Y; }7= 1 ~ while 
in a seeond part of the encoding this latter sequence is encoded 
based on knowledge of the outcome of the first encoding. The resulting 

scheme is called successive encoding. We find general outer and inner 

bounds for the corresponding set of achievable rates along with a 
complete single letter characterization for the special case 

H( X; IZ; ~ Y;) =O . Comparisons with the Slepian-Wolf problem [3] 
and the Ahlswede-Körner-Wyner side information problem [ 2 ]~ [9) 

are carried out. 
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I. I NTRODUCTI ON 

Let {(X;,Y;) l 7= 1 be a sequence of independent pairs of correlated 
random variables ranging over the finite sets X, Y; let F: X x Y ~ Z 
be a given function from the product set X x Y to another finite 

set Z; and let the random sequence {Z;l7=1 be defined by 

Z; A F(Xi'Yi); i= 1,2 , .... Our problem is to eneode the 

sequence {(X; ,Y;) l7=1 in such away that the sequence {Z; l7= 1 can be 
reconstructed essentially without errors. The special feature of this 

problem is that we impose a certain restrictive structure on the 
encoder . We require the encoding to be carried out in such 

a wa~ that the sequence {X; l7= 1 is encoded first without any 

consideration of the sequence {Yi}7=1. Then this seeond sequence 
is encoded taking into account the coded version of the first 
sequence. The resulting scheme wil l be call ed successive encoding. 

Our interest is to find the set of rates for which error free 
decoding can be obtained from an encoding of this form. We will 

obtain outer and inner bounds for this set of achievable rates 

and we wi ll show that in a certain interesting cl ass of cases 
these bounds coincide, thus establishing the true rate region for 
our problem. 

Coding of correlated sources with certain structure restrictions 

on the encoder was first studied in the by now classical paper 
by Sl epian and Wol f [3] . The restriction imposed bythem isthat 

00 00 

the two subsources {X i }i =l and {Y; l ;= 1 should be encoded Separately 
and the aim of the encoding is to guarantee the reconstruction of 

the whole sequence {(X i,Yi) }7=1 at, possibly, low rates. In our 
notation the case they stud ied is z. = F(X.,Y . ) = (X.,Y.); i = 1,2 .. . 

l l l l l 

The result of Slepian and Wolf was extended independently by 
Ahlswede-Körner [2] and Wyner [4], [9], who so lved the case 

z. = F( X. ,Y.) = X. ; i = 1,2, ... under the same kind of restriction 
l l l l 

on the encoder. 

The unrestricted problem, i.e. the encoding of {(X. ,Y.)}~ 1 for 
l l l= 

reconstriction of {F( X. ,Y .) }~ 1 without any restriction on the 
1 l l= 
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encoder, is of course the convent i onal noiseless source coding 

problem sol ved already by Shannon [13] . The interesting fact about 

the Slepian-Wolf resu lt is that within certain l imits (on the rates ) 

the restriction to separate encoding of the subsources eauses no 

degradation in terms of req uired total rate. This i s generally 
regarded as a rather surprising result. The extension by Ahlswede

Körner and Wyner indicate that the Slepian-Wol f case is in th i s 

respect rather exceptional . In general more rate is required if 
the subsources are encoded indi viduall y. 

Ve ry l ittle i s known about separate encoding in the case of a 
general function F: X x Y~ z. *) One of the few results available 

is fdr the modulo-2 sumproblem of Körner and Marton [8] . (However, 

the original result of Slepian-Wolf could be extended in various 

other directions, cf. e.g. [7], [10], [11].) 

Our problem i s in between the cases of joint and sepa rate encoding. 
Besides its obvious relation to the above mentioned prob lems it 

is al so samewhat related to a seemi ngl y different prob l em 

on "two-way communication" recently studied by Eri cson and 

Ingemarsson [5]. That t wo -way problem can be reformu l atedas a 

source coding problem for a pai r of indi vidually encoded sources, 
where one of the encoders i s being fed with information from the 

other. However, in contrast to our present problem the information 

from the first encoder to the seeond one is in that case not the 

same as the information sent from the f i rst encoder to the decoder. 
A problem of that kind has also been recent ly st udied by Kaspi 
and Berger [ 14] . 

The present paper i s organi zed as fo l lows . A more precise mathematical 
f ormulatian of the problem is provided in seet i an II. Outer and inner 

bounds in terms of a converse and a coding theorem are presented in 

seetians III and IV. Bothare cancerned with the general case as 
described above and both are in a non -computable "product" f orm in 

*)we prefer not to ment i on some wrong results that appeared lately 

in Z. f. Wahrscheinlichkeits. verw. Geb. 
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as much as they involve functions of random sequences of all possible 
lengths. In section V a so called single letter characterization is 
obtained for the case when H(Xi IZi,Yi) =O; i = 1 ,2, .... This 
restriction means that the function F(·,y) - regarded as a mapping 
from X to Z with y E Y as a parameter - is essentially invertible 
for all y E Y. It will be shown that the outer and inner bounds 
coincide in this case, and consequently we will have obtained a 
computable characterization of the achievable rate region. In section 
VI some special cases are considered in more detail and comparisons 
are made with the Slepian-Wolf and the Ahlswede-Körner-Wyner problems 
mentioned above . 
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Il. NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 

The probl em at hand is illustrated in fig.1. We considera discrete 

memoryless multiple source (DMMS) { (X.,Y 1.,Z.)}~ 1 such that l l l= 
Z;= F( X;,Y;); i= 1,2, ... ,. By this we understand that 
{ (X;,Y;,Zi) }~= 1 is a sequence of independent triples of random 

variables X;,Y;, Z; ranging over the finite sets X, Y and Z respectively. 

The probability distribution of the random triple (X;,Y;,Z;) over 
the product set X x Y x Z is the same for all indices i = 1 ,2, ... , 

and is arbitrary, subject only to the restriction that Z; = F( X;,Yi); 
i = 1,2, . .. for some fi xed function F: X x Y~ Z. 

We wfll be interested in finding conditions under which black-eneodings 

of the sequence {(Xi,Yi) }i =1 can be found such that the sequence 
{ Z . }~ 1 can be reconstructed essentia ll y without errors . For this l l= 
purpose we need the fol l owi ng concepts. An n-length block code is 

:n~r:~l : ~:n~g~~~n:h::.f~~~t~~n:n:"~nx:e~o~~;th:"~-~: ~a~~e:i~~; 
powers of the set s X, Y, and Z respectively and where M; = {1 ,2, . . . ,M; }; 

i = 1,2. We will write x; for the subsequence { X; } ~=m (with corresponding 
notations for other sequences ) . Usually the lower index wil l be 
m= 1, and in those cases it wil l be omitted, i.e. we wil l write Xn 

n rather than x1. 

We define the random sequence 
A 

(X) 

{Z. }. 1 as follows: l l= 

A • . 

znl [f (Xnl ) (yn i f (Xni ) )]· . 1 2 ni-n+1 ~ tpn n ni-n+1 'gn ni -n+1' n ni-n+1 ' 1 = ' , . . . 

The functions fn, gn will be ca ll ed encoders while tpn wil l be 
ca lled a decoder. The engineering interpretation is obvious. The 
pair (f ,g ) of encoders of the specific form indicated above will 

n n "" 
be said to yie~d a successive encoding of the source {(X;,Y;) }i=1. 
The sequence { Z; }~= 1 i s the output from the decoder when the 

encoders are fed with the processes { X; }~= 1 ' { Yi }~= 1 respectively . 
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We wil l use X as a generic variable for the process {X; }7=1. By 

this we mean that X is a random variable over X with the same 

distribution as any one of t he variab l es X;; i = 1 ,2, . ... A similar 

convention applies to all other memoryl ess stationary sources. 

We say that a pair (R1 ,R2) of non-negative real numbers is an 

achievable rate pair if there exists a sequence { ( fn,gn,~n)}~= 1 
of codes such that 

i ) limsup l log 
n-., n Il f n Il ~ R1 

i i ) ·limsup l l og Il g n Il :;; R z 
n-., n 

l im l 
n Å 

i i i) .L Pr{Z.*Z. } = o . n i= 1 l l n-., 

Here we use Il f Il as a notation for the f ini te cardinality of the 

r ange of the funct i on f, i . e. Il f n Il = M1; Il g n Il = M2. 

Our main probl em is the characterization of the set R of achievable 

rate pa irs. 

For the basic concepts and notations t he reader is referred to the 

book of Csiszar-Körner [1]. 



III. A CONVERSE 

We startour investigation by proving the following techn ical 

lemma, which provides us with some necessary conditions fulfilled 

by any pair (R1 ,R2) E R. A result of this kind is usually referred 
to as a converse. 

Lemma 1: 

For any achievable rate pair (R1,R2) and any o> O there is - fo r 

large enough m - some function ~ over xm such that 

Proof: 

given and let {( f ,g .~ )}
00 

1 m m m m= 

6. 

Let o > O and (R1,R2) E R be 

be a sequence of block-codes 
a well-known property of the 

generating (R1,R2) . By construction and 

entropy function we have 

Now recall t hat by assumption the symbol error probabi li ty of the 
code (fm,gm,~m) tends to zero with increasing m. Hence by Fano's 
inequality ([1], p.54) the last term in (1) wi ll al so tend to zero 
with inc reasing m. We next observe the fo ll owing inequali ties : 

l H(f (Xm)) ~ l log Il fm Il ; m m n 

~ H(Zm lfm(Xm)) ~ ~ H(Zm,gm(Ym,fm(Xm)) !fm (Xm))) ~ 

~ ~ H(gm(Ym,fm(Xm)) !fm(Xm)) + ~ H(Zm lfm (Xm),gm(Ym,fm(Xm))) ~ 



The lemma follows as we can now obviously choose ~ = fm for any m 
large enough for all the inequalit ies 

1 m l og Il f m Il < R1 + o/2 

1 m l og Il gm Il < R2 + o/ 2 

to be fulfilled simu ltaneous ly . 

7. 
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IV. A CODING THEOREM 

Our next aim is to prove a coding theorem which will provide us 
with sufficient conditions for a point (R1 ,R2) to belong to R. 
However, to reach th is end we will first need a simpler coding 
result for a slightly more complicated network. The situation is 
depicted in fig.2. Here our starting point is a DMMS {(U;,X;,Y ;,Z; )}7=1 
with Z;= F(X;,Y;); i= 1,2, .... A code is a quadruple (fn,gn,hn,<Pn) 
of functions fn: un ~ M0 ; gn: xn x M0 ~ M1; hn: yn x M0 x M1 ~ M2; 

n <Pn: M0 x M1 x M2 ~Z ; where U, X, Y, Z are the ranges of the random 
variables in the various subprocesses and where we take 
M;~ {1,2, .. . ,M; }; i= 0,1,2. The triple (fn,gn,hn ) constitutes a 

successive encoder for the DMMS {(U;,X;,Y;) }7= 1 and ~n is the 
corresponding decoder. If now we use {2; }7=1 as our notation for the 
output of the decoder when the encoder is fed with the DMMS 
{(U;,X;,Yi) }7=1 we can define the symbol error probability analogously 

to the previous case, namel y as 

Finally we say that (R0, R1,R2) is an achievable rate triple for the 

present case if there exists a sequence { (fn,gn,hn ,4)n) }~= 1 of codes 
with error probabi lity tending to zero and with the appropriate 
limiting rates upperbounded by R0, R1, R2 respectively. The result 
we wil l need is the following. 

Lemma 2: 

[H(U), H(X JU,Y), H(Z JU)] is an achievable rate t riple for the network 
in fig.2. 

Proof: 

It is enough to find for any o > O a sequence {( fn,gn,hn,4)n ) }~= 1 
of codes such that all of the inequali ties 
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(2a) 

*log Il fn Il < H(U) + o/2 (2b) 

*log Il gn Il < H(X IU,Y) + o/2 (2c) 

*log Il hn Il < H(Z IU) + o/2 (2d) 

are satisfied for al l l arge enough n. However, the existence of 

such sequences is a simple consequence of the Slepian-Wolf result [3] 

in c~mbination with t he conventiona l noiseless source coding theorem . 

The argument is as follows. First choose an fn such that (2b) is 
satisfied for all large enough n and sothat un can be decoded from 

observation of fn(Un) with an error probability less than 6/3. This 

is possible by the noiseless source coding theorem [1 ] , p.15. Notice 

that this means that { U. }~ 1 is now essentiall y available at both of 
l l= 

the other eneeders as well as at the decoder. Now applying the 

Slepian-Wolf result [3] we choose gn such that (2c) is satisfied 

for all large enough n and such that Xn can be decoded given (Un,Yn) 

with an error probability less than 6/3. As the third eneeder has yn 

availabl e along with coded versions of un and xn he will - with a 

probability exceeding (1 - 26/3) -be able to determine (Un ,Xn) and 

consequently campute zn using the re lat ion Z; = F(X;,Y;); 
i = 1,2, ... ,n. Once aga i n applying the Sl epian-Wolf result we final ly 
choose hn so as to satisfy (2d) and such t ha t zn can be reconstructed 
with an error probabili ty less than 6/3 . It is clear that ~n can be 
ehosen so as to reproduce zn with a probability exceeding 1 - o. As 
the symbol error probability cannot exceed the codeword error 
probability this fact proves our lemma. 

We now return to our original problem. With the aid of the above 
lemma we can now easily prove the following coding theorem for the 
source network in fig.1 . 



Theorem 1: 

For any o > O, any positive integer m and any function ~ over xm 
there is some pair (R1 ,R2) E R such that 

Let us consider an arbitrary function ~ with domain xm. Let its 
range be M and l et us define the DMMS {(D'.,)(. ;v. ,z.)}~ 

1 
as a 

l l l l l= 
11 Super source 11 according to the following 

D'. ~ ~ (Xm~ . 1); 
1 m1 -l+ 

'\t mi 
"· ~x .. 1 l ml-1+ 

"'y ymi . 
i &. mi-m+1' 

i = 1 ,2' ... 

According to lemma 2 we can find a sequence {(tk,gk,nk'~k) }~= 1 
of codes for this 11 Correlated supersource 11 such that 

limsup i log Il r k Ii ~ H( t/I (Xm)) 
k_., 

limsup i log Il 9k Il ;;; H(Xm lt/I (Xm),Ym) 
k_., 

limsup i log Il nk Il ~ H (z m l~ (x m)) 
k_., 

k 1\ 

l . 1 "' 1m I L: Pr{Z.*Z. } = o 
k_., i= 1 l l 

1\ 
rv ~ ,._, 

where of course {Zi }i=1 is the output from deceder ~k when the 
eneeder (tk,gk,nk) is being fed with the DMMS { (D'i,)(i,Yi) }~ . 

1 o. 



Now let { (tk,gk,hk'~k) }~= 1 be as before and let us introduce the 
following notation: 

km 
~ = ~1 '~2 ' . .. ·~ E X ; 

= 1,2, ... k, 

Furthermore, let ~0' ~1' M2 betheranges of tk, gk' nk ( in order 
to s implify the notation we suppress the dependence on k in 
M0, ~1 , ~2 ) and let e be a bijection from ~O x M1 into 

For n= km; k= 1,2, ... we define the codes (fn,gn,~n) according 
to the following: 

Clearly the sequence {(fkm'gkm' ~km) }~= 1 satisfies 

1 km "' 
l im r:::::- L: Pr{ Z ·*Z. } = o 
k~ K.m i =1 l l 

11. 



1\ 

where again {Zi }7= 1 is the output from ~km · It is fairly obvious 
that the previous definition can eas il y be extended so as to yield 

a sequence { (fn,gn,~n) }~= 1 of codes defined for all n and still 
satisfying the previous inequalities. This proves the theorem. 

12. 
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V. A SINGLE LETTER CHARACTERIZATION 

Our converse (Lemma 1) and coding theorem (Theorem 1) do of course 
provide a certain characteri zation of the set R of achievabl e rates 
in as much as they indicate outer and inner bounds to R. A direct 
comparison reveals that the main difference between them is the 
presence of the term H(Zm lw (Xm),Ym) in the converse in contrast 
with t he term H(Xm lw (Xm),Ym) at the corresponding place in the 

coding theorem. Obviously the first term is always less than or 
equa l to the seeond one. In fact, as in genera l strict inequality 

preva il s it follows that our outer and inner bounds are in general 
different. 

However, t hey co inc ide whenever H(X IZ,Y) = O. To see this we 
notice that 

(3) 

However, now the l ast term i s zero by assumpt ion. It fo l lows that for 

the corresponding class of functions F our results provide a 
compl ete characterization of R. St il l that characteri zation is not 
very useful as it is not computable. That defect will now be removed 

by the followi ng s ingle-l etter characteriza ti on . 

Theorem 2: 

For sources sat i sfying the condition H(X IZ,Y) = O the set R of 
achievab l e rate pairs (R 1,R2) equa ls the set of pa irs (R1 ,R2) 

sat i sfying 

R1 ~ H(X,Y) - H(Y iU) - t 

R2 ~ H(Z IU) + t 

(4) 



for same t with O s t s min [I(UAY), I(UAZ)] and same random 

variable U ranging over a set U such that 

JUl s JXI + 2 

and satisfying the condit ion of being conditionally independent 

of Y given X. 

Remark: 

The last condition of course means that U should satisfy a certain 

Markav chain condition which we indicate by the notation [1] 

Prao f: 

We first observe the f ollowing identi ties : 

It follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 in combination with the 
inequality (3) that R is the cl os ure of the set of pairs (R1 ,R2) 
such that for same function w over xm 

R1 ~ H(X,Y) - ~ H(Ymi w(Xm)) 

R
2 

;;: ~ H ( zm l w ( xm) ) • 

14. 



The result follows now by a direct applicati on of Theorem 3.20, 
p. 342 in Csiszar- Körner [1]. 

15. 



VI. FOUR SPECIAL CASES 

As an illustration we now consider four special cases where the 
results are more explicit and where interest ing camparisans with 
other source coding problems can be made . Of the four cases be low 
only D represents a new result of the authors . 

~ ___ l~ iX~Yl (S lepian-Wolf [1]). 

In this case t he condi t i on H(X jZ,Y) = O is obv iously satisfied, so 
Theorem 2 applies and gives us the true characterization of R. 
Observing the relations 

H(X,Y) - H(Y jU) - I (UAY) = H(X jY) 

H(X,Y jU) = H(X jU) + H(Y jU,X) ~ H(Y jX) 

H(X,Y) - H(Y jU) + H(X,Y jU) ~ H(X,Y) 

16. 

we rea lize that any point in R must satisfy all of t he inequalities 

To get the corresponding direct result, choose U = X. 

In conclusion, we have obta ined the result of Slepian -Wol f [1] 
showing that in this case the extra link between the eneeders is 
of no help; at least not in an asymptotic sense. 

B Z = X 

Al so i n this case H(X jZ,Y ) = O. Exactl y as before we have 
R1 ~ H(X jY). For R2 we have the obv ious bound R2 ~ O and for the 



sum we have in this case 

R
1 

+ R2 ~ H(X) + H(Y\X) - H(Y \U) + H(X \U) . 

But H(Y\X) = H(Y \UX) by the Markov chain condition, and hence we 

have 

H(Y \X) - H(Y \U) + H(X \U) = 

= H(X,Y\U) - H(Y \U) ~ O 

Consequently we realize that all points (R1,R2) E R must satisfy 

Choosing U = X we see that all these points are achievable. 

It is interesting here to make a comparison with the Ahlswede

Körner-Wyner problem, i.e. the problem that ar ises if we delete 

the link from fn to gn. From Ahl swede-Körner [2] and Wyner [9] 
we know that the true rate region in that case is the set of pairs 

(R1,R2) sati sfyi ng 

for some random variable U rang ing over an alphabet U such that 

\UI ~ IYI + 2 and being such that U i s conditionally independent 

17 . 

of X given Y (i.e. satisfies u~v~x) . That rate region - called 

the A-K-W-region - is depicted in fig.3 . along with our rate region R. 

As can be seen the presence of the link from fn to gn does matter 
in this case. It is interesting to note that the minimum value of R1 



is H(X jY) in both cases while the corresponding min i mum va lue of 

R2 is I(XAY) in our case as compared with H(Y) in the Ahlswede
Körner-Wyner case . 

C Z= Y (Gray-Wyner [16], Ahlswede-Körner [2]) 

In this case the condition H(X jZ,Y)= O does not apply and neither 
does Theorem 2. Gray-Wyner [16] and Ahlswede- Körner [2] have shown 

that the achievable rate region is the set of pairs 

18. 

where U i s as in Theorem 2. Furthermore the achievable rate region 
does not decrease if the link between the encoders is removed, c . f. 
[2], [9] . This case is illustrated in fig . 4 showing the true rate 

region as well as the bound obtained from Theorem 2. 

D Z = X G Y -- - - -- - -

In this case we assume X= Y= Z= {0,1 } and that Z is the modulo

two sum of X and Y. (We use " G " as a notation for modulo - two 

addition) . This prob l em without the link between the eneeders was 

first studied by Körner and Marton [8], who solved it for "symmetric 
sources" i.e. sources sat isfying 

Pr{X=Y=O } = Pr{X=Y=1} 

Pr{X=O,Y=1 } = Pr{X=1 ,Y=O }, 

c .f. al so Körner [12] pp. 197-200 and Cs i szar-Körner [1] pp. 399-401 . 

It is interesting to note that our Theorem 2 implies an outer bound 

for t hi s modulo-two adder problem. We first notice that the condition 

H(X jZ,Y) = O is met here, as we ll as the cond i tion H(Y jZ,X) =O. It 

fol l ows that Theorem 2 appl ies and that the corresponding rate region R 
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is an outer bound in the case without the link. Also by symmetry 

the region ~ obtained upon reversing the roles of X and Y is a 

valid outer bound. Finally the intersection R n~ of these two 

regions is clearly also a valid outer bound. The interest of this 

bound is that, to our knowledge, no better outer bound is available 
for any particular joint distribution of (X,Y). Combining this 

observation with previously known results we obtain the following 

Theorem 3: 

Any ach ievable rate (R1,R2) for the modulo-two adder problem 

satisfies the following· conditions. 

a) If H(Z) < min [H(X) ,H( Y) J, then 

R1 ~ max [H(X,Y) - H(Y !U), H(Z !V)J 
R2 ~ max [H(Z !U), H( X,Y) - H(X !V)J 

for some random variables U, V taking at most 4 values each and 

satisfying the Markov chain conditions U...,...X_... Y; v ..... v~ X 

b) If H(Z) ;;;: min [H(X), H(Y) J, then 

R1 ~ H(X !Y); R2 ;;;: H(Y !X); 
R1 + R2 ;;;: H( X,Y) 

Further, the bound in b) is tight. 

Proof: 

The result of b) is due to Körner, cf. [1J, p. 400. The result of 
a) follows from Theorem 2. To see this, notice that the inequality 

H(Z) < H(Y) implies that the channel matrix PZ !X is a degraded 
version of the channel matrix PY !X' and t hus the parameter t can be 
omitted in Theorem 2, cf. [1], Problem 3.3.2 on p. 343. 
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Fig. 1. A source network wi th successive encoding. 
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Fig. 3. A comparison of the rate regions for the cases of 

successive and separate encoding. 
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Fig. 4. Rate regions for the case Z= Y. 
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